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The EUROFRAME group of research institutes (CASE, CPB, DIW, ESRI, ETLA, IfW, NIESR, 
OFCE, PROMETEIA, WIFO) will hold its seventh annual Conference on Economic Policy Issues in 
the European Union in Amsterdam on 11 June 2010. The aim of the conference is to provide a 
forum for debate on economic policy issues relevant in the European context.  

This year the Conference will focus on exit strategies for EU economies in a global context. 
Contributions should address issues related to: Exit strategies for monetary policies 
(normalising central banks’ balance sheets and policy rates, inflationary and deflationary risks); 
Exit strategies for fiscal policies (What are the risks in terms of higher interest rates and 
unsustainable debt developments?; Should public deficits and debts be rapidly reduced? Should 
the focus be on public expenditure or on taxation?); Exit strategies for public support of the 
financial sector; appropriateness of the proposed new regulations of institutions and financial 
markets; Will new growth strategies be implemented, especially in the countries where external 
imbalances had been growing widely before the crisis?; Will the G-20 be able to introduce a world 
economic governance?  

Submission Procedure 

Abstracts should be submitted by 12 March by e-mail to: catherine.mathieu@ofce.sciences-po.fr. 
Abstracts (2 pages) should include: title of paper, name(s) of the author(s), affiliation, 
corresponding author’s e-mail address, postal address, telephone number.  

Authors will be informed of the decision of the scientific committee by mid-April.  

Full papers should be received by e-mail by 24 May. 

Scientific Committee 

Karl Aiginger (WIFO), Ray Barrell (NIESR), Marek Dabrowski (CASE), Christian Dreger (DIW), Jos 
Ebregt (CPB), Klaus-Jürgen Gern (IfW), Markku Kotilainen (ETLA), Paolo Onofri (PROMETEIA), 
Iulia Siedschlag (ESRI), Henri Sterdyniak (OFCE), Catherine Mathieu (OFCE, Scientific Secretary) 

Local Organising Committee (CPB) 

Wim Suyker, Erika Aarnoutse and Douwe Kingma 

Contacts - Abstract and paper submissions  

Jos Ebregt: j.ebregt@cpb.nl, tel.: +31 (0)70 338 3417  
Catherine Mathieu: catherine.mathieu@ofce.sciences-po.fr Tel.: +33 (0)1 44 18 54 37 

EUROFRAME’s website: www.euroframe.org 


